ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE EU DATA ACT: WHAT ARE THE KEY REQUIREMENTS?

The Data Act was published in the Official Journal of the European Union on 22 December 2023 and entered into force on 11 January 2024. The majority of the Data Act’s provisions will apply from 12 September 2025.

The Data Act is a major piece in the EU’s data strategy and, beyond this, its broader digital strategy. It has important ramifications for a broad range of businesses.

It seeks, in particular, to foster innovation within the EU by increasing access to, and re-use of, data concerning the performance, use and environment of connected products and related services. Such data is expected to increase in volume and value, particularly as the Internet of Things continues to expand.

Another key aspect of the Data Act is the introduction of a range of provisions which aim to facilitate switching between data processing services (such as cloud services).

The Data Act also includes: (i) conditions applicable to business-to-business data sharing more broadly; (ii) rights for public sector access to privately held data in cases of exceptional need; (iii) requirements relating to data spaces interoperability; and (iv) requirements for smart contracts that execute data sharing agreements.

The Data Act has extraterritorial effect and may apply to certain entities operating in the EU market regardless of where they are based. For instance, manufacturers of connected products placed on the market in the EU and entities providing data processing services to customers in the EU will be subject to the Data Act.

Member State legislation is being enacted in anticipation of the Data Act becoming applicable. For example, in France, lawmakers are currently working on an important bill that includes cloud-related provisions such as restrictions on switching charges and requirements for interoperability, digital asset portability, functional equivalence, transparency and safeguards regarding unauthorised third-country data access. Such initiatives may raise a number of questions and challenges as already underlined by the Commission, including regarding consistency, articulation and compatibility with EU tech regulations.


2 This bill also addresses other digital issues linked for instance to the Data Governance Act, online content and the Digital Services Act, the Digital Markets Act and AI developments.
### Data Act overview and update

Core components of the Data Act include:

**1. Removing barriers to IoT data access and re-use**

- Redefined rules for access and re-use of data concerning the performance, use and environment of connected products and related services which are placed on the market in the EU (subject to certain exemptions based on entity size), including:
  - Data access design requirements for the design, manufacture and provision of connected products and related services;
  - Rights for users of connected products and related services (including companies and individuals) to require that data holders make such data available to them or to third parties (with requirements regarding, notably, the format, accessibility, security and quality of data, as well as immediacy and continuity of access) – subject to limited restrictions and exemptions (including with regard to the disclosure of trade secrets);
  - User transparency obligations for providers of connected products and/or related services;
  - Certain data usage and sharing restrictions for data holders; and
  - Restrictions on users and third-party data recipients regarding the use, sharing and storage of the obtained data.

**2. Framing business-to-business data sharing**

- Requirements and restrictions (e.g., with regard to the disclosure of trade secrets) regarding the modalities of making data available and the contracting terms to be entered into between data holders and data recipients, where data holders are obliged to make data available under: (i) the Data Act obligations regarding connected devices and related services data; or (ii) other EU or Member State law that enters into force after the Data Act becomes applicable.
  - Requirements and restrictions regarding fairness of contractual terms unilaterally imposed by one business on another in relation to any private sector data access. Note: non-binding model contractual terms on data access and use are to be recommended by the Commission.
  - Provisions to frame the compensation that may be agreed for making data available, including to ensure it is non-discriminatory and reasonable and requisite information is provided to the data recipient. The Commission will issue guidelines on the calculation of reasonable compensation under the Data Act, although the Union or national laws could provide for a lower (or no) compensation.
  - Provisions framing dispute settlement between data holders and data recipients.
  - Provisions permitting application of appropriate technical protection measures for ensuring data access is secure and compliant with the Data Act and any contractually agreed terms.
  - Provisions addressing deceptive practice or unauthorised use or disclosure of data, including the possibility to require erasure of compromised data or to put an end to the production, offering or placing on the market of goods, services, or derivative data based thereof and destroy infringing goods under specific circumstances leading to significant harm.

**3. Providing certain business-to-public bodies and institutions data sharing obligations**

Provisions for access by public sector bodies and certain EU institutions to data held by private sector data holders in cases of "exceptional need" (including, for example, the need to respond to a public emergency), including:

- Conditions applicable to the type of data requested which must be specific, justified and proportionate to the exceptional need.
- Restrictions on public bodies regarding the obtained data include only using it for the defined purpose, implementing measures to protect it (including when it relates to trade secrets), and deleting it as soon as it is no longer needed (unless agreed otherwise with the data holder) as well as special provisions intended to protect trade secrets during data use and data disclosure to third parties.
- For mixed data sets (of personal and non-personal data) data holders' obligation to share anonymised data if possible, otherwise pseudonymised or aggregated data (to which GDPR will apply).
- Limited grounds for refusing access (e.g. the requested data is unavailable).
- Limited (costs-focused) financial compensation rights for data holders for certain types of data access.
- Modalities of sharing of data obtained in this context with research organisations or statistical bodies.
4. Facilitating cloud switching and interoperability
Requirements aimed at facilitating switching between data processing services (such as cloud and edge services) that are offered to customers in the EU and are not custom-built or provided as a temporary testing version, including:

- Obligations for providers of data processing services to not impose (or to remove, if they exist) obstacles inhibiting termination of services, entering into new agreements with other providers, unbundling data processing services from one another and porting their exportable data (and in some cases digital assets) to other providers or an on-premise system – with some exceptions, e.g. provider data protected by IP or which constitutes a trade secret, or where the contemplated operations could create security and service integrity risks.

- Requirements and restrictions regarding (i) contractual terms relating to switching between providers (or to an on-premise system) and (ii) contractual transparency obligations regarding international access and transfer of non-personal data. Note: non-binding standard contractual clauses for cloud computing contracts are to be recommended by the Commission.

- Information obligations for providers of data processing services, including regarding providing customers with information on procedures for switching and porting to their service and a reference to an up-to-date online register hosted by the service provider, which contains details on the data structures, data formats as well as the relevant standards and open interoperability specifications.

- An obligation for all parties to collaborate in good faith to enable effective and timely switching between services.

- Requirements for providers to facilitate functional equivalence (re-establishing a minimal level of functionality for the same service type in the environment of the destination service, on the basis of the customer's exportable data and digital assets) when customers switch to a new data processing service, in relation to the features that both the source and destination service providers offer and where the destination service delivers a materially comparable outcome in response to the same input.

- Interoperability requirements for providers, including to enhance portability of digital assets, facilitate functional equivalence (see above) and facilitate in-parallel use of data processing services. There are requirements regarding compliance with open standards and interfaces in some cases. The Commission is empowered to adopt common specifications for further interoperability standards.

- Requirement for charges related to switching activities to be abolished three years after the Data Act comes into force (and gradually diminished beforehand).

5. Providing safeguards re international governmental access to and transfers of non-personal data
Providers of data processing services are required to take certain measures to prevent international governmental access to, or transfer of, non-personal data held in the EU where such access/transfer would conflict with EU or Member State law.

- Decisions of third-country courts are recognised if they are based on an international agreement with the EU or Member State law.

- Some exceptions based on the third-country's judicial systems and the nature of the decision or judgment (but with requirements to consult with competent EU authorities in some cases regarding whether the conditions for exception are met).

- Requirement for data processing services providers to minimise the data shared in that context and to inform data holders of access requests by third-country administrative authorities prior to complying with such requests (with an exception for preserving the effectiveness of law enforcement activity).

6. Facilitating data spaces interoperability
Requirements applicable to participants of data spaces that offer data or data services to other participants. These requirements are aimed at facilitating interoperability of data, data sharing mechanisms and services, and of the common European data spaces. These include requirements relating, for instance, to dataset content, use restrictions, data collection methodology, quality and uncertainty of the data, data formats and structures, technical means to access the data and their terms of use and quality of service. These requirements can have a generic nature or concern specific sectors.

7. Defining essential requirements re smart contracts
Requirements for vendors of applications using smart contracts in the context of executing an agreement to make data available (or, in the absence of a vendor, requirements for persons whose business involves deploying such smart contracts for others). These include obligations relating to robustness and access control, safe termination, or interruption of the operation of the smart contract, and consistency with the terms of the relevant data sharing agreement. Harmonised rules are expected to be adopted either by EU standardisation bodies upon the Commission's request.
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When will the Data Act start to apply?
The majority of the Data Act’s provisions will apply from 12 September 2025, with exceptions for: (i) obligations for design, manufacture and provision of connected devices and related services, which are expected to apply from 12 September 2026; and (ii) provisions on unfair contract terms for data access between businesses, which are expected to apply from 12 September 2027 for certain contracts of long-running or indefinite term that were concluded on or before 12 September 2025.

Next steps for businesses
A broad range of business across the world will need to understand whether they are in-scope of the Data Act and, if so, analyse and plan how to implement changes to adhere to the obligations it imposes, as well as strategise for any potential opportunities it may bring. This includes, in particular:

- Businesses that manufacture, design or provide connected products or related services which are placed on the market in the EU – in particular, these businesses should analyse and plan the necessary design requirements and user transparency requirements.
- Providers of data processing services, including cloud and edge services, providing such services in the EU – they will need to analyse and plan for a range of obligations relating to facilitating switching between data processing services.
- Data holders that make data available to data recipients in the EU – they should be aware of public sector access rights, and consider steps that they would take in relation to data protection compliance and protection of intellectual property and trade secrets.
- Participants of European data spaces that offer data or data services to other participants – these businesses should be aware of requirements relating to facilitating interoperability.
- Businesses that make data available to businesses in the EU on unilaterally imposed terms – they should be aware of, and plan to make changes to comply with, the requirements and restrictions for such terms.
- Businesses that would benefit from access to connected products and related services data (e.g. in relation to device repair or provision of connected services) – in particular, these businesses will be seeking to understand what opportunities the Data Act may afford, for example in relation to receipt of data from a data holder upon an EU user’s request and understand the related obligations.
- Vendors of applications using smart contracts and those who deploy smart contracts for others as part of their business in the context of executing an agreement – these businesses should be aware of obligations relating to such smart contracts.
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